Browsing books is a great way to get inspired, find images, and discover new designers. Be sure to browse our oversized and regular-sized stacks. Questions? Reach out to Shannon at smr87@drexel.edu.

**NK Decorative Arts**
- NK1160  Decoration & Ornament
- NK2200  Furniture
- NK3700  Ceramics
- NK5100  Glass
- NK6400  Metalwork
- NK8800  Textiles
- NK9600  Woodwork

**TS Manufacturers**
- TS23    American Industrial Design History
- TS171   Product Design/Industrial Design
- TS183   Manufacturing Processes
- TS195   Packaging
- TS840   Wood/Furniture
- TS1300  Textiles

**TT Handicrafts**
- TT180   Woodworking
- TT205   Metalworking